
Action Learning Centre

Do you want to find solutions to current challenges in your work or business? 
Do you find yourself with:

No time to reflect on the best way forward?

Professional challenges and nowhere to discuss them?

Ideas but no space to develop them?

Staying fresh and ahead of the game is vital in these changing times. Whether you’re 

leading the organisation or responsible for implementing change, Action Learning is a 

powerful tried and tested approach that enables you to do just that.

Simple, practical, robust and effective are all words that describe Action Learning. Based on a coaching 

approach of listening, questioning, motivation and action, our peer learning groups give you a 

confidential space to unpick issues, address challenges and develop your thinking and skills.

 

 “Being part of my Action Learning group is a privilege. It enables me to feel, 
 think, listen and find answers in a brave environment.” 

Simon Blake, CEO, National Union of Students

Meeting regularly with a group of 5-6 fellow professionals, whether face-to-face or virtually 

through video conferencing, you’ll be supported by one of our highly experienced facilitators. 

We make sure there is a good mix of people, paying attention to who’s in the group, their 

roles, responsibilities and organisation so there are no conflicts of interest or competitors.

From challenge to choice, confusion to clarity

Action Learning for Leaders



“Being a CEO of a 3rd sector organisation can be a lonely place. Challenges sometimes 
involve colleagues and therefore a safe place to reflect and gain perspective from 
peers, who face similar challenges, is invaluable.”

Alastair Wilson, CEO, School for Social Entrepreneurs

What are the benefits?

•   Improve your personal effectiveness and 

    productivity

•   Develop your leadership skills 

•   Solve specific business and organisational 

    issues in real time

•   Learn from others 

•   Expand your networks

•   Gain new perspectives from a rich mix of 

     people, organisations and problems 

•   Enhance your emotional intelligence and self 

    awareness

•   A breathing space to plan, think, review and 

    refresh

We run peer learning groups for different people according to needs and 
context. 
•   CEOs / Leaders, executive directors and senior managers

•   Entrepreneurs / SME Business owners

•   People in career transitions

•   Continuing Professional Development for facilitators, coaches and consultants

Not experienced Action Learning before? Try a no obligation ‘give it a go’ session

Want to find out more about Peer Learning Groups? See our FAQs.

“Being part of an Action Learning group helped me recognise and face up to 
the root cause of some of the business issues I faced. The questions helped me 
gain insights from different perspectives that I was unable to see for myself.”

Judith Wardell, Kingswood Age Confident

How much does it cost?
This depends on whether it is virtual or face-to-face and what sector you work in. Get in touch for 

more details.

Contact us today to register your interest or for more 
information call us on 0800 084 2393 

enquiries@actionlearningcentre.com

www.actionlearningcentre.com
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